
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
associate analytics director. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for associate analytics director

Participate in analysis and preparation of performance and opportunity
assessments for all brands and business segments in support of the US
business
Collaborate with finance and own the operations side of MA&R’s functional
planning, budget planning and yearly AOP process
Responsibilities will span Market research, Competitive Intelligence, and
Forecasting
Navigate within a complicated matrixed structure, partnering across Regions,
functions such as R&D, Finance, and New Business Development (NBD)
among others to enhance speed to decision making
Manage the measurement, analysis and interpretation of loyalty program
performance, including the development of conclusions and implications
Working closely with account, creative and measurement teams to ensure
media plans and creative/measurement work are strategically aligned, client
needs are met and quality levels are maintained
Managing and motivating junior staff, providing them ongoing feedback,
performance evaluation, career direction and training
Understanding big picture implications and how insights can be applied in
other programs and channels
Support the management of the portfolio budget, in conjunction with
Finance, to efficiently manage the spending, ensure execution within
allocated budgets, and/or identify areas of variance, to help offset shortfalls

Example of Associate Analytics Director Job
Description
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Manage the liaison between Finance and GPDO for all tax related issues,
when needed

Qualifications for associate analytics director

Fluency with core media tools (ad servers, syndicated and first party
research), leading industry vendors across online and offline media, social,
website, audience targeting, DMPs, research, and attribution
Master of numbers and analytical insights
An independent, extremely reliable person who is capable of running and
leading an analytic project, but willing to seek guidance as needed
Strong ability to write concise and clear guidance based on insights from
performance data
Knowledge of advanced analytics packages helpful (SAS, Tableau, Datamine)
Familiarity with advertising research and database tools, including Google
DCM/DFA, Data Service Providers (Turn, DBM, ) Comscore, Nielsen,
Datorama and other similar systems is extremely helpful


